Egocentric versus Allocentric Spatial Memory in Behavioral Variant Frontotemporal Dementia and Alzheimer’s Disease
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Abstract.

Background: Diagnosis of behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD) can be challenging, in particular when patients present with significant memory problems, which can increase the chance of a misdiagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Growing evidence suggests spatial orientation is a reliable cognitive marker able to differentiate these two clinical syndromes.

Objective: Assess the integrity of egocentric and allocentric heading orientation and memory in bvFTD and AD, and their clinical implications.

Method: A cohort of 22 patients with dementia (11 bvFTD; 11 AD) and 14 healthy controls were assessed on the virtual supermarket task of spatial orientation and a battery of standardized neuropsychological measures of visual and verbal memory performance.

Results: Judgements of egocentric and allocentric heading direction were differentially impaired in bvFTD and AD, with AD performing significantly worse on egocentric heading judgements than bvFTD. Both patient cohorts, however, showed similar degree of impaired allocentric spatial representation, and associated hippocampal pathology.

Conclusions: The findings suggest egocentric heading judgements offer a more sensitive discriminant of bvFTD and AD than allocentric map-based measures of spatial memory.
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INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and the behavioral variant of frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD) are two neurodegenerative dementia conditions with distinct and overlapping cognitive and pathological features [1, 2]. For a long time, differences in memory performance have been proposed to be a key clinical feature in the early differential diagnosis of bvFTD and AD, with AD patients expressing greater memory deficits than bvFTD patients [3, 4]. Growing...
evidence, however, shows that bvFTD patients exhibit considerable variability in memory function, resulting in a misdiagnosis of AD [5, 6]. This may be a result of significant hippocampal pathology, which has also been reported in bvFTD [7, 8]. Nevertheless, posterior regions of the brain, in particular, the posterior cingulate and parietal lobe remain relatively intact in sporadic bvFTD, but are affected in the early stages of AD [9, 10]. This has important implications for the neural basis of spatial memory and the development of neuro-anatomically targeted cognitive tools to aid in differential diagnosis of dementia syndromes.

Spatial disorientation is a prominent feature in the early stages of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), but tends to be preserved in frontotemporal dementia (FTD) [6, 11–15]. Increasing evidence shows that spatial orientation is a sensitive diagnostic discriminant of AD and bvFTD [11, 12], while episodic memory performance can vary significantly [5, 6, 16, 17]. While the diagnostic accuracy of AD and bvFTD can be significantly improved when considering spatial orientation in conjunction with established memory measures [11, 12], orientation is rarely assessed objectively as part of routine cognitive screenings in dementia. An outstanding question is how can orientation best be used to differentially diagnose AD and bvFTD in a generalized clinical setting?

Spatial orientation requires the representation of the spatial relationships among separate entities in the world. Information can be referenced with respect to the body (egocentric representations) or with respect to invariant landmarks in the environment (allocentric representations) [18]. The posterior parietal cortex has been implicated in coding egocentric information and a circuit involving the hippocampus and parahippocampal structures has been argued to support allocentric representations, with the retrosplenial cortex thought to mediate both frameworks of spatial information processing [18, 19]. In particular, the hippocampus has been argued to form an internal map of space to support long-term memory for space and events occurring in them [18]. While spatial navigation has been studied in AD and its prodromal stage [20], with a variety of tasks adapted for patient testing [21–23], bvFTD patients’ spatial abilities have rarely been examined [11]. This is likely due to the lack of observed spatial memory impairment in bvFTD reported in the clinic. When considered in the context of differential diagnosis with AD, however, this feature becomes highly relevant.

Assessments of spatial navigation tapping into both egocentric and allocentric processing have been extensively studied in AD, with tasks drawing upon newly acquired [21, 24] or existing spatial information [23]. Patients with an AD diagnosis have been consistently reported impaired on spatial orientation task [20], with a selective deficit in the translation of information between egocentric and allocentric information [23], resulting in an impaired ability to make accurate judgement of heading direction [11]. This finding corroborates with reports of significant topographical disorientation in community dwelling AD patients, placing a significant level of burden on caregivers [13]. In bvFTD, however, this does not appear to be the case [11, 14, 21, 25]. Previous studies of spatial navigation in FTD involved the semantic language variant, who performed at a comparable level to healthy controls on tasks requiring egocentric and allocentric based spatial memory [14, 21, 25]. Of greater clinical interest is comparative spatial processing ability between AD and bvFTD, given the difficulty of diagnosis in the earliest stages when behavioral symptoms remain mild.

To our knowledge, previous work by our group provides the only characterization of egocentric spatial processing in bvFTD patients [11]. Whether bvFTD patients also show hippocampal-dependent allocentric spatial memory deficits remains unknown. To address this question, we used an ecological virtual supermarket environment, which does not require prior learning or training, to assess judgements of egocentric heading direction in AD and bvFTD. Spatial orientation performance using the virtual supermarket task has been shown to hold the same level of sensitivity as episodic memory in differentiating between AD and bvFTD patients, with significantly increased diagnostic accuracy when the two variables were considered in combination [11]. In the current study, the virtual supermarket task was employed with a novel spatial layout component to compare egocentric and allocentric spatial processing in AD and bvFTD. Structural neuroimaging was carried out in combination to assess the impact of hippocampal pathology on spatial memory in these two patient cohorts.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

Twenty-two dementia patients (11 AD; 11 bvFTD) and 14 age-matched healthy controls were recruited.
from the Sydney frontotemporal dementia research group (FRONTIER) database. All participants were assessed at the FRONTIER clinic located at Neuroscience Research Australia, Sydney. Study approval was provided by the South Eastern Sydney Local Health District and the University of New South Wales human research ethics committees. All participants provided signed consent for neuropsychological assessment and neuroimaging prior to testing. All dementia patients fulfilled international consensus criteria for AD [26] and bvFTD [2]. Clinical diagnoses were established by consensus among senior neurologist, occupational therapist and neuropsychologist, based on a clinical interview, comprehensive neuropsychological assessment, and evidence of brain atrophy on structural neuroimaging. All bvFTD patients showed disease progression as well as atrophy on scans to exclude any phenocopy cases [27]. Participant demographics and clinical characteristics were recorded.

Exclusion criteria for all participants included prior history of mental illness, head injury, movement disorders, alcohol and drug abuse, or limited English proficiency, and, for controls, presence of abnormality on MRI. Participants were administered a battery of cognitive tests to assess overall cognitive function, verbal and visual memory, and working memory. This assessment included: Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination-Revised (ACE-R), Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT), Rey Complex Figure Test (RCFT), and Digit Span. For a brief description of cognitive tasks see Supplementary Table 1.

**Virtual supermarket task**

Spatial orientation was assessed using an ecological virtual supermarket task consisting of 14 video trials [11], based on a small-scale supermarket environment [28] (Fig. 1A). Videos were presented from a first person perspective and involved travelling to set locations within the supermarket while making a series of 90 degree turns. All trials began at the same location, but followed different routes to reach their respective end locations. Video trials were standardized for length and number of turns, such that half of the trials lasted 20 s with 3 turns, while the other half lasted 40 s with 5 turns. All video trials were presented in a randomized order across participants. At the end of each trial, participants were prompted to make a judgement of heading direction from the

---

**Fig. 1.** Example of egocentric and allocentric components of the virtual supermarket task. a) Participants view videos travelling to a new location within the supermarket and asked for heading direction to starting location. b) Participants are presented with a spatial map and asked to mark current location and heading direction.
new location relative to the starting location based on egocentric body turns (Fig. 1A). Critically, correct judgements of direction cannot be made from simply viewing the image of the new location at the end of each video trial. Building upon a previous study using this task [11], participants are then presented with a spatial map of the supermarket environment, with starting location marked, and asked to indicate current location and heading direction. This requires participants to translate their current view to a map coordinate and orientation, thus drawing upon allocentric spatial representations (Fig. 1B).

Prior to testing, participants were explicitly instructed that they would be viewing a number of short videos that involved moving to new locations within the supermarket and were required to make a judgement of heading direction and location relative to the original starting location. A single practice video trial (10 s, 2 turns) was provided at the start of testing to introduce participants to the virtual supermarket environment and make clear task instructions were understood. No further training is provided. Consequently, the formulation of a working internal spatial representation of the immediate environment for making judgements of direction and location [29] reflects incidental acquisition present in everyday spatial navigation. Correct judgements of heading direction required participants to accurately distinguish whether the relative starting location, either verbally or physically (i.e., point in a direction), was in front/behind and to the left/right of their current location using an egocentric, followed by an allocentric framework. For spatial location, locations marked within a 4 mm radius of the correct location were considered to be correct, which was determined to be the average discrepancy from the correct location during pilot testing in healthy controls. In addition, the Euclidean distance between the participants’ response and the correct location was measured, as was the mean Euclidean distance between all marked locations and the center of the spatial map. The mean Euclidean distance to the center was used to examine any bias in the responses, such as would occur if responses were clustered in the middle or edges of the map.

Statistical analyses

Differences in participant groups, were assessed using SPSS 21.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were run to determine the suitability of variables for parametric analyses. Kruskal-Wallis tests, followed by post-hoc Mann-Whitney tests, were used to analyze participant performance on the ACE-R and RAVLT. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and two-tailed post hoc multiple comparisons were carried out between participant group demographics, and RCFT and Digit Span cognitive measures. Spatial performance on the experimental task was assessed using multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) and two-tailed post-hoc multiple comparisons to compare performance between groups while taking into account degree of memory impairment on standard cognitive measures of verbal and visual memory performance. In all analyses, p values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Imaging acquisition

Whole-brain structural T1 images were acquired for all participants using a 3T Philips MRI scanner with standard quadrature head coil (eight channels). Structural T1 scans were acquired as follows: coronal orientation, matrix 256 × 256, 200 slices, 1 mm isotropic, TE/TR = 2.5/5.4 ms, flip angle α = 8°. Prior to analyses, all participant scans were visually inspected for significant head movements and artefacts, and excluded from imaging analyses. All scans were examined by a radiologist for structural abnormalities.

Imaging analyses

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) was conducted on whole-brain T1-weighted scans, using the VBM toolbox in FMRIB’s Software Library (FSL; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). First, the brain was extracted from each scan using FSL’s BET algorithm with a fractional intensity threshold of 0.22 [30]. Each scan was visually checked following brain extraction to ensure no brain matter was excluded, and no non-brain matter was included. A study specific template of grey matter was generated from 11 scans for each participant cohort. An equivalent number of scans from each cohort were used to create the template, avoiding potential bias toward any single group’s topography during registration. Template scans were then registered to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard brain (MNI 152), resulting in a study-specific grey matter template at 2 mm³ resolution in MNI standard space. Simultaneously, participant brain-extracted scans were segmented into cerebrospinal fluid, grey
matter, and white matter using FMRIB’s Automatic Segmentation Tool (FAST) [31]. The FAST algorithm corrected scans for spatial intensity variations such as bias field or radio-frequency inhomogeneity, resulting in partial volume maps. Grey matter partial volume maps were then non-linearly registered to the study-specific template. After normalization and modulation, grey matter maps were smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian kernel (sigma = 3 mm).

Region of interest analyses of the hippocampus and retrosplenial region (Brodmann areas 29/30) located at the tail of the posterior cingulate were carried out between each patient group and controls, as well as between AD and bvFTD cohorts. The accuracy of volumetric examination of the retrosplenial cortex itself is insufficient using standard 3T clinical scans. These two regions were examined based on a priori evidence of spatial memory deficits linked to these regions [32]. Grey matter volumes were extracted with reference to the Harvard-Oxford subcortical and cortical structural atlases, and correlated with spatial orientation performance. ANOVA and two-tailed post-hoc multiple comparisons were carried out between participant cohorts with years of education included as a confounding covariate. Scans were spatially normalized to a common group template during the FSL-VBM processing pipeline, which corrects for difference in participant intra-cranial volume.

**RESULTS**

**Demographics**

Participant demographics and clinical characteristics are provided in Table 1. Briefly, AD patients presented with predominantly episodic memory impairment with preserved social behavior. bvFTD patients demonstrated changes in social functioning, loss of insight, disinhibition, and increased apathy. AD and bvFTD patient cohorts were well matched on demographic variables, including age, education, and disease duration and functional severity (Table 1; all p values >0.2). The healthy control cohort was matched for age (p values >0.7), but demonstrated higher mean years of education compared to bvFTD patients (p value = 0.013). ANOVA of participant groups’ performance across standard cognitive tests revealed significant group differences for all components (all p values <0.03). Between patient groups, bvFTD showed a better cognitive profile on the ACE-R compared to AD (Total: U = 28, p = 0.032; Memory: U = 13.5, p = 0.002; Orientation: U = 24.5, p = 0.015), and verbal memory recall on the RAVLT (T1-5: U = 9.5, p = 0.011; 30 min: U = 8.5, p = 0.007). The two patient groups, however, did not differ on visual memory and working memory as indicated by the RCFT (all p values >0.1) and digit span (all

| Participant demographic characteristics and performance on standardized neuropsychological assessments |
|-------------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| AD (n=11)                                      | bvFTD (n=11)    | Control (n=14)  | Group Effect    | AD versus         | Control versus   | Control versus   |
| Sex (M/F)                                      |                 |                 |                 | BvFTD             | AD              | BvFTD            |
| 7 M, 4 F                                      | 8 M, 3 F        | 7 M, 7 F        | –               | –                 | –               | –               |
| Handedness (L/R)                               |                 |                 |                 |                   |                 |                 |
| 10 R, 1 L                                     | 11 R            | 14 R            | –               | –                 | –               | –               |
| Age (y)                                        | 65 (7.9)        | 61.3 (7.6)      | 65 (6.2)        | n/s               | n/s             | n/s             |
| Education (y)                                  | 11.8 (2.4)      | 11.3 (2.5)      | 14.2 (2.3)      | *                 | n/s             | n/s             |
| Disease Duration (y)                           | 4.2 (3.4)       | 3.6 (1.4)       | –               | –                 | n/s             | –               |
| CDR (SOB)                                      | 4.5 (1.7)       | 5.9 (3.2)       | –               | –                 | n/s             | –               |
| ACE-R:                                         |                 |                 |                 |                   |                 |                 |
| Total (/100)                                   | 62.9 (9.1)      | 78.3 (13)       | 95.8 (2.7)      | **               | *               | **              |
| Memory (/26)                                   | 10.8 (4.5)      | 18.3 (4.2)      | 25.1 (1.4)      | **               | **              | **              |
| Orientation (/10)                              | 6.5 (2.4)       | 8.9 (1.3)       | 10 (0)          | **               | *               | **              |
| RAVLT:                                         |                 |                 |                 |                   |                 |                 |
| T1-5 (/75)                                     | 22.1 (7.5)      | 35.7 (12.2)     | 51.4 (7.5)      | **               | *               | **              |
| 30 min (/15)                                   | 1.5 (1.7)       | 6.3 (3.5)       | 9.5 (3.2)       | **               | *               | **              |
| Recognition (/15)                              | 10.8 (4.3)      | 13.6 (1.4)      | 13.6 (1)        | *                 | n/s             | n/s             |
| RCFT:                                         |                 |                 |                 |                   |                 |                 |
| Copy (/36)                                     | 25.5 (10.5)     | 27.3 (7.6)      | 33.4 (1.9)      | *                 | n/s             | *               |
| Delayed (/36)                                  | 4.6 (5.4)       | 9.5 (6.6)       | 19.9 (5.3)      | **               | n/s             | **              |
| Digit Span:                                    |                 |                 |                 |                   |                 |                 |
| Forward (/16)                                  | 8 (2.5)         | 9.1 (2.8)       | 12.2 (2)        | **               | n/s             | **              |
| Backward (/14)                                 | 4.3 (2.3)       | 5.5 (1.8)       | 8.5 (2.2)       | **               | n/s             | **              |

Clinical dementia rating (CDR) sum of boxes; Addenbrooke’s cognitive examination revised (ACE-R); Rey auditory verbal learning test (RAVLT); Rey complex figure test (RCFT). RAVLT scores were available from 8 AD and 9 bvFTD patients. n/s, not significant; "p < 0.05; **p < 0.005.
Spatial orientation performance

Heading orientation was scored for a correct judgment of direction to the starting location at the end of each trial using egocentric and allocentric frameworks on the first-person and spatial map components of the virtual supermarket task, respectively (Fig. 2). MANCOVA indicated significant group differences across both conditions (all $p$ values <0.03). Compared to controls, AD performed significantly worse on both conditions (all $p$ values <0.05), however, bvFTD were impaired only in the allocentric condition ($p$ value = 0.02). Within patient groups, AD performed significantly worse than bvFTD in both conditions of heading orientation (all $p$ values <0.05).

Spatial representation was scored for correct indication of location and distance from correct location for each trial on the supermarket layout (Fig. 3). MANCOVA indicated significant group differences across both conditions (all $p$ values <0.02). Patient groups were impaired in locating the correct location on each trial, and distance from the correct location was significantly greater compared to controls (all $p$ values <0.02). While there was no significant difference in performance between patients groups in regard to forming an accurate spatial representation of the supermarket layout, the measure of Euclidean distance from the center between trial locations found AD were significantly more impaired than bvFTD and control (Fig. 4; all $p$ values <0.05). Furthermore, this dissociation is reflected through qualitative differences in the pattern of responses on the spatial map component (Supplementary Figure 1). Specifically,
AD patients demonstrated little ability in integrating navigational information from an egocentric framework to form an allocentric spatial representation of location and distance. When asked for a location at the end of each trial, patients often mention they are “at the back of the supermarket” resulting in a clustered spatial representation often located near the outer edges of the spatial map. In contrast, while AD and bvFTD performance did not significantly differ in terms of accuracy, bvFTD patients demonstrated evidence of ability to incorporate egocentric information, resulting in a spatial representation that was evenly distributed similar to that of controls.

**Hippocampal and posterior cingulate volume**

Regional grey matter volume of the left and right hippocampi and tail of the posterior cingulate was compared across participant groups. Bilateral hippocampal volume was significantly reduced compared to control in bvFTD and AD patient groups (all \( p \) values <0.01) (Fig. 5). Hippocampal volume did not, however, differ between patient groups (all \( p \) values >0.2). Volume of the posterior cingulate was also compared between control, bvFTD, and AD. No significant differences were found between participant groups (all \( p \) values >0.4) (Fig. 5). Hippocampal and posterior cingulate volume did not show a significant correlation with egocentric and allocentric orientation performance in each participant group (all \( p \) values >0.1).

**DISCUSSION**

Using a novel spatial memory task set in a virtual reality supermarket, we reveal differences in the spatial orientation performance of bvFTD and AD patients while accounting for differences in their memory impairment. AD patients were impaired at both judging the egocentric direction back to a starting location and estimating distances and locations on a map. In contrast, bvFTD patients were only impaired on estimating distances and locations on a map. This is important because, while FTD and AD have been compared before on spatial tasks [14, 21], prior studies have not directly compared bvFTD and AD, their differential performance on egocentric and allocentric spatial processing, or the association with underlying integrity of hippocampal and retrosplenial region of the posterior cingulate. Notably, it is the differential discrimination of bvFTD and AD that poses the greatest challenge during clinical diagnosis of dementia. In the current study, structural neuroimaging uncovered a similar degree of hippocampal atrophy in both patient cohorts, compared to controls. Given the strong links between the hippocampus and allocentric memory [18], and past evidence of AD patients spatial impairments [11, 13], it is plausible that the hippocampal damage in both patient groups relates to the impaired allocentric map-based memory observed. By contrast, the spared performance of the bvFTD patients in the context of their extensive hippocampal damage suggests that other brain regions may mediate the ability to estimate egocentric heading direction.

Recent years has seen an influx of advanced virtual paradigms being used to address spatial navigation deficits in AD [21, 22, 24, 33–35], as well as pre-symptomatic carriers with a genetic mutation linked to the disease [36]. A concern, however, is the extensive training necessary to form a working representation of the environment, to allow subsequent testing, in a patient population characterized...
by memory impairment. In this regard measures of heading direction, relying on existing environmental knowledge [13, 37] or a familiar construct (i.e., novel supermarket), provides a purer measure of disorientation while reducing cognitive load on memory processes and can be employed in patient populations with existing memory impairment, as we have previously shown using a variation of the current experimental task [11]. This is of particular interest in differentiating different patient populations with underlying hippocampal pathology, such as bvFTD and AD, as our current findings demonstrate similar levels of impaired ability to form an accurate spatial representation of the environment but a clear preservation of heading orientation performance in bvFTD.

Spatial representation of the virtual supermarket was acquired incidentally across trials in the current experimental task. Without explicit training, the accuracy of identifying correct trial locations was expected to be low. Nevertheless, average bvFTD and AD performance in identifying the correct location and erroneous distance from correct location was impaired by more than twofold, compared to control participants. This is consistent with previous spatial navigation studies that have reported allocentric hippocampal dependent spatial memory is impaired in AD [20, 38]. The hippocampus is suggested to be of particular importance in accurate representation of distance between environmental objects [39, 40]. Our findings, reveal bvFTD have a similar level of impairment to allocentric spatial memory as AD patients. While bvFTD is characterized by frontal and anterior temporal lobe atrophy, recent findings have implicated significant hippocampal pathology during disease progression to the same degree as AD [7, 8]. Similarly, in the current study, bvFTD and AD showed the same level of bilateral hippocampal atrophy, which may account for the similar degree of inaccuracy in judging location and distance for spatial layout.

While bvFTD and AD patient groups showed the same level of accuracy in forming a correct spatial representation of the virtual supermarket, there were inherent quantitative and qualitative differences in estimating distance between the two patient groups that may hold clinical value. Across trials, bvFTD patients showed some semblance of being able to translate egocentric information obtained from viewing the video trials to an allocentric representation of spatial location. Despite being inaccurate, bvFTD patients were able to indicate a more logical position on the provided supermarket layout maps, compared to AD who would often indicate they had travelled to the same location across trials but were facing a different direction. This inability to translate spatial information from different frames of reference has been noted in previous studies in AD [13, 21] and believed to represent topographical impairment resulting from dysfunction in the retrosplenial region of the posterior cingulate [19, 41, 42].

Our finding that bvFTD patients show preserved ability to estimate heading direction to a point of origin has implications for the brain regions supporting path integration. Path integration is the ability to use self-motion cues to estimate the distance and direction to a point of origin, which is required in our heading orientation test. There has been disagreement in past neuropsychological studies about the extent to which the hippocampus is required for path integration [43–45]. Our data provide further evidence that, in the context of significant hippocampal damage and impaired allocentric spatial memory, the ability to estimate the heading orientation to a starting location can be relatively spared. Thus, in AD it may be damage to subcortical circuits and possibly the retrosplenial cortex that disrupts this ability. More research with larger patient cohorts will be useful to determine this.

In the current study, we limited structural neuroimaging to hippocampal and posterior cingulate volume given the focus on egocentric and allocentric spatial representation in bvFTD and AD. The retrosplenial cortex was considered too small and prone to partial volume effects for a direct volumetric analysis. The absence of a significant correlation between neural structures and behavioral performance may be a result of our small patient sample size, despite evidence of a functional dissociation between patient groups, on the virtual supermarket task. Future studies with a larger sample size will allow a more comprehensive approach for investigating underlying neural mechanisms of spatial memory processing in dementia. While patient groups were matched for disease duration, there was considerable variability present in the AD cohort, which may have influenced our volumetric analysis of the hippocampus. Our finding of a similar level of hippocampal pathology between bvFTD and AD patient groups, however, is consistent with growing reports of atrophy to this structure present in FTD, in particular bvFTD [7, 8]. FTD and AD, in particular, provide a unique opportunity to further elucidate the functional interaction of regions beyond the medial temporal lobe in
topographical memory processes, given the similar degree of hippocampal pathology present across these clinical syndromes.

In conclusion, allocentric spatial representations are impaired in both bvFTD and AD, which share hippocampal pathology during the course of disease. In contrast, heading orientation is preserved in bvFTD and should be the targeted by clinical tasks of spatial memory performance to aid differential diagnosis. Future studies of spatial orientation in selective bvFTD cases with more extensive memory impairment would be of particular value in establishing its role as a discriminating diagnostic feature to AD.
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